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"It's the special thread that really explains why you 
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on) in the past - even though you assumed  
you knew the reason." 
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Background: I believe in the simple 'improvement cycle' of  
learning  doing/trying  learning (as a way of making better decisions). To me, it 
makes sense to teach advice based on what has worked for me & others (instead of 
theory). 
 
If you missed the emails I sent out, don't forget to check out: 
 

33 Strategies All Men Must Know 
 

http://superpowermedia.com/The-33-Strategies.html 
 

Click Here For Details 
 
Note: The discount copies will be SOLD OUT soon (October 9) …so now is the best 
time to get it. 
 
 

http://superpowermedia.com/The-33-Strategies.html
http://superpowermedia.com/The-33-Strategies.html


If you arrived here via reading the email that I sent out, here's a recap to put everything 
you're about to read in perspective. 
 
If you read what's below already, you can obviously skip it. 
 

In general, there is a hidden reason why most strategies 
don't work on women. 
 
It all starts with how people put things in perspective. 
 
Two people can share the exact same experience/memory and 
one person will put it in perspective one way - and get 
nothing out of it. 
 
And the other person will discover a "new life lesson".  
 
An old college friend was complaining one day about this 
"cute & playful" young woman that he had in his 
apartment.  
 
Long story short: She had reached a point in her life 
where she was tired of assholes and she just wanted to be 
treated with respect, love and gentleness.  
 
She must have tagged him for being "the guy for the job" 
and started calling him more often along with creating 
situations where the two of them were alone. 
 
(Note: He's a super nice guy. He's also highly 
intelligent, talented at many things, funny, but not 
exactly experienced and comfortable with women.)  
 
Getting back to where we were, on this day she was at his 
place: touching him a lot, laughing at everything, 
endless flirting, laying on his bed while making jokes... 
 
She was like the Ice Age squirrel (that was doing 
everything imaginable to get the nut). 
 
It was either an overload to his system or he was just 
completely "brain blind" to what was happening in front 
of him. 
 
Back then I teased him endlessly for not seeing all of 
these bright glowing signs. 
 



But the reality is, whether he knew them, didn't know 
them...or...decided to accept her advances or not...the 
biggest lesson (for him) would have been knowing what 
created the impact?! 
 
Wouldn't you agree?  
 
In other words: 
 
(#1) What created this "shift" in her? 
 
(#2) Why did she pick "him"? 
 
There's nothing wrong with turning a woman down (btw) and 
saying, "How about we take things slow" or "I don't know 
if this is a good idea right now".  
 
And I know some people think that's crazy, but in certain 
situations it makes sense.  
 
However, it still makes SENSE to "see what created the 
impact" either way. 
 
And that's what we're going to cover with the CP Thread. 
 
Keep reading… 
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As far as the old college friend that missed the signs that the woman at his apartment 
was very attracted to him…the most important thing that he missed was the lesson. 
 
In his situation, it all comes down to C & P. 
 
Which stands for craving and pleasure. 
Specifically, the proper mixture of the two. 
 
Here's the breakdown.  
 
Prior to her coming over…when she just saw him as a friend and that's it, he spent 
several months being the nice guy. 
 
He was the guy she could call whenever she wanted something. 
He was the guy that would always listen. 
The list goes on and on. 
 
This can be referred to as a several month long PLEASURE phase. 
 
All by itself, many pleasure phases rarely lead to a strong impact…especially for the nice 
guy. 
 
And that's what he experienced. It didn't make her want to cuddle up with him. 
It didn't make her want to be in a relationship with him. 
It didn't make her want to do anything intimate with him. 
 
Long story short: When a series of her dates and boyfriends bombed… and these guys 
treated her like she was only good for sex… she developed a HYPER CRAVING to feel 
valued, appreciated, etc. 
 
That created a CRAVING phase. 
 
…and that lead to her wanting to see my old college friend. 
 
It's important to know that it was JUST the craving phase. It was the mixture. 
 
You can put any type of label on it. 
You can call her names. 
You can call him names. 
You can suggest that it was smart that he didn't sleep with her. 



You can suggest that it was smart that he didn't sleep with her. 
 
It doesn't change the fact that it was the proper mixture that created the impact. 
 
And btw, it's not always 50/50. 
 
It most cases, 50/50 is not the best ratio.  
 
As far as the best ratio, that could be an entire report all by itself, but the short answer to 
that is "it depends on the current situation". If Billy Bob's wife is in a hyper craving state, 
then he's better off with a ratio that heavily leans on the pleasure side. And vice versa. 
 
Getting back to the old college friend, it's important to know that he didn't create this 
craving phase, it just happened based on a situation that was out of his control. 
 
Sometimes you can leverage existing phases. 
Sometimes you can control them. 
 
The situation where she went through a period of dating assholes (something that he had 
no control over) created the craving phase. 
 
Predictably, out of nowhere… for a brief window of time…. she went explosive on him!!  
 
She wanted to talk all of the time 
She wanted to see him more. 
She was dropping hints about doing affectionate things. 
She was flirting like crazing. 
She was making sexual jokes.  
 
It's always a good idea to "dig through your memories" (and even other people's 
memories if possible) and search out some of these GOLDEN MOMENTS. 
 
For me, this story would be a chapter all by itself. 
 
Chapter 8: The day one of my "super nerdy" friends had an attractive woman at his place 
who was all over him. 
 
It's important to know the sequences of the two phases. 
 



Case #1: Sometimes the craving part happens first  Followed by a 
"pleasure" element. 
 

Example: A guy is lonely for female attention. It's been 
years since a woman made him feel like a 'desired man'. 
And then he meets a beautiful woman who is crazy over him 
and he falls quickly in love (a lot faster than normal).  
 
Structure: CRAVING  CRAVING  CRAVING  PLEASURE  
PLEASURE  PLEASURE 
 
 

Case #2: Sometimes the pleasure part happens first  Followed by a 
"craving" element. 
 

An example: A woman has a male friend that gives her lots 
of layers of pleasure: He gives her attention. He 
listens. He understands. He makes her feel beautiful. He 
makes her feel desired as he repeatedly begs to be in a 
relationship with her. She tells him "No. You're just a 
friend". Months go by. He finds a girlfriend. As a 
result, he doesn't have that much time for her anymore. 
And at that point, the "female friend" experiences "many 
voids/holes in pleasure" and starts to develop strong 
feelings [CRAVING] for him.  
 
In other words, she wants her "emotional pleasure gifts" 
back.  
 
Structure: PLEASURE  PLEASURE  PLEASURE  CRAVING  
CRAVING  CRAVING 

 
It's important to know (in terms of having a deep down belief) that… 
 
Our short-term feelings, short-term desires, long-term feelings, long-term desires, 
short-term perceptions, long-term perceptions actually changes. 
 
For example: You use to be in love with Woman-A. 
Today you're not. 
 
If you're currently in a relationship with a particular woman… Monday you could have a 
strong urge to have sex with her. Tuesday. No desire. 
 
 
 
 



Case #3: Sometimes the pleasure elements and craving elements are 
happening at the same time.  
 

Examples: In a relationship (or any type of sexual 
relationship) where there is a lot of steamy sex, there 
are often strong pleasure and strong craving elements 
happening at the same time. One guy was recently telling 
me about his mistress and how they both were cheating on 
their spouses. He said, the sexual intensity was off the 
charts with the mistress. When they finally left their 
spouses and got married all the sparks went away. 
Instantly. He said after long talks, she confessed that 
she got a lot of pleasure (back the) from sneaking 
around, having fun with him [he was the new fun guy] and 
other things. And there was also a strong craving element 
going on because she craved having him to herself. She 
craved seeing him more, being the #1 woman, etc. If you 
analyze what her pleasure and craving elements were, it 
actually makes sense why she completely lost interest in 
sex shortly after they got married. 
 
Structure: PLEASURE  CRAVING  PLEASURE  CRAVING  
PLEASURE  CRAVING 

 
In any sexual relationship of any kind (whether you define it as functional or 
dysfunctional... it doesn't matter), the guy has to give her the right pleasure elements and 
the right craving elements to keep her desire strong. 
 
And on the same note, she has to do the same thing. 
 
With that in mind, let's get some key questions. 
 
Just like with anything, the person who is willing to think the most (plans the most)(plans 
more strategically) wins. 
 
A guy could be better at having an impact on women than you currently do. 
 
It could be your woman's ex-lover. 
It could be anyone. 
 
…if you're willing to THINK MORE about the following questions, you'll put yourself in 
position to craft a great game plan. 
 
The first thing you have to decide is how you're going to apply the CP Thread. And we 
call it the CP Thread because it connects everything. It's the secret thread that is seen in 
cases where a woman starts becoming massively attracted to the unlikely/nerdy guy. 



 
It's seen in cases where a woman gets a guy turned on in a matter of minutes. 
It's seen in cases where a man gets a woman turned on in a matter of minutes. 
 
It's seen in cases where a man gets a woman to have the orgasm of her life… 
 
It's seen in so many cases. It's just a matter of tuning your mind to it. 
 
Just like with anything, the person who is willing to think the most (plans the most)(plans 
more strategically) wins. 
 
So after you decide how you're going to apply it (for attraction, for sexual desire, for sex) 
along with the woman (ex, current woman, female friend) these are the questions you 
want to THINK HARD about. 
 

 Pleasure Questions  
 

1. [General Question] What are ways to provide her with extreme pleasure? 
 

2. What has happened recently that provided her with extreme happiness? 
 

3. What nonsexual forms of physical pleasure does she enjoy? 
 

4. What type of physical-based compliments would make her blush like crazy? (i.e. 
about her figure, her beauty, her hair, her fashion style, a particular body part, 
etc.) 
 

5. What type of character-based compliment would make her feel extremely special? 
(i.e. the fact that treats everyone with respect, the fact that so many people love 
her, the fact that she is unique, etc.) 
 

6. What type of experiences does she enjoy? (i.e. playing a strategic board game, 
having a picnic, doing something she's never done before) 
 

7. What type of things does she like to talk about? 
 

8. What makes spending time with you enjoyable/likable? (i.e. you're funny, you're 
entertaining, you listen, you suggest interesting activities, etc.) 
 

9. What makes you a likeable person to her or most people? (i.e. you're willing to 
help without expecting anything in return, you're a hard worker, you tend to 
defend others who can't defend themselves, you're confident, you enjoy being 
around her, you naturally enjoy/love/respect others, you do things your own way) 

 



 Craving Questions  
 

1. [General Question] What are ways to elicit an extreme craving? 
 

2. What emotions are she currently craving? (wanting more adventure, wanting 
something new in her life, wanting to feel accepted, wanting to feel understood, 
wanting to be appreciated more, etc.) 
 

3. What perceptions are she currently craving or that she is always craving? 
(wanting to be seen as the person who doesn't take stuff from anyone, wanting to 
be seen as the one who is always right, wanting to be seen as a success to other 
people, wanting to be seen as a good person, etc.)  
 

4. What gift can you give her that would satisfy some sort of a craving? 
 

5. What activity is she starving to do? (i.e. she always wanted to do it or she hasn't 
done it in a while) 
 

6. What are ways of making her think deeply (intensity and frequently) about 
pleasure in some way? 
 

7. What are ways of getting her think about pleasure in a different/new way (i.e. 
most sexual fantasies that turn women on are based on this type of craving device) 
 



 
 
As we mentioned, Extreme Craving + Extreme Pleasure = Explosion!!! 
 
That could be an explosion in attraction…sexual arousal…or orgasmic. 
 
To really put it in perspective, a woman could get herself 
really turned on just by fantasizing about sex (That would 
be a craving only approach). 
 
She could also get herself turned on just by touching 
herself (That would be a pleasure-only approach.) 
 
But if she did both together -- especially in an extreme way -- or a new way -- she is 
capable of not only getting herself rapidly sexually turned on… but she could also end 
up having one of the quickly most explosive orgasms of her life! 
 
Extreme Craving + Extreme Pleasure = Explosion!!! 
 
The CP thread is always at work… 
 
And it's not the only "strategic/lesson" that you MUST know (or be reminded of), it's one 
of many "MUST KNOW" lessons that is useful… 
 



You don't need to be the only guy to be aware of this…  
 
But typically, if you're aware of this more so than 99% of guys, you're more likely to 
have a greater impact on her… 
 
If you're aware (or more knowledgeable) of ANOTHER KEY STRATEGY…. you're 
more likely to have a greater impact on her… 
 
And btw, that's why I created 33 strategies that all men must know. 
 
If you enjoyed the CP Thread, it's mentioned from a different perspective in my new 
report. 
 
Plus, I've added several new strategies to the report.  
 
 
 

33 Strategies All Men Must Know 
 

http://superpowermedia.com/The-33-Strategies.html 
 

Click Here For Details 
 
Note: The discount copies will be SOLD OUT soon (October 9) …so now is the best 
time to get it. 
 
 
The idea is simple: Upload powerful strategies to your brain  Make different/better 
decisions  Get better results/outcome/output 
 
 
Warmest Regards 
CR James 
 
CRJames.com 
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